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Par paresse, nous attendons de la science qu’elle réponde à nos questions; les scientifiques eux-mêmes se prêtent parfois au jeu et acceptent d’être présentés comme 'ceux qui savent', ceux qui apportent les réponses. Cela est parfois vrai, mais la science est un territoire qui se définit surtout par ses frontières; et, aux frontières de la science, tout est en question.

Albert Jacquard, Au Péril de la science ?

We lazily expect science to answer our questions; scientists themselves sometimes play along and accept to be presented as ‘those who know’, those who bring the answers. Sometimes it is true, but science is a territory primarily defined by its frontier; and, at the frontiers of science, all is question.
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Abstract

Building on a theoretical framework, population genetics has been widely applied to diverse organisms, from bacteria to animals. On humans, this has led to the reconstruction of history, the timing of settlements, and migration between populations. Mostly based on the coalescent theory, modern population genetic studies are challenged by human social structures, which are difficult to incorporate into analytically models. The implications of social structure on population genetics are mostly unknown. This work presents new modeling and inference methods to model the role of social structure in population genetics. The applications of these new techniques permit to gain better understanding of the history and practices of a number of Indonesian island communities.

This thesis comprises three published, organized as sequential chapters. The Introduction describes population genetic models and the statistical tools that are used to make inferences. The second chapter presents the first paper, which measures the change of population size through time on four Indonesian islands structured by history and geography. The third chapter presents SMARTPOP, a new simulation tool to study social structure, including mating systems and genetic diversity. The fourth chapter focuses on Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance, a famous kinship system linking the migration of women between communities with cousin alliance. The fifth chapter presents a conclusion and future directions. In combination, this body of work shows the importance of including social structure in population genetics and proposes new ways to reconstruct aspects of social history.
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